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Hello 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Introduction (me & Nymi)-Over the course of the next 20 minutes, I’m going to explore the concept of identity within IoT with you
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Why Authentication? 
GROUND RULES 

“I’m Shawn, and here is my proof” 

IDENTITY AUTHENTICATION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are we talking about identity at a conference about connected consumers?In order to interact of to transact with almost any device or service, the first step is usually to establish who we areWhether you are trying to open a bank account, book a flight or do a business deal, some level of authentication is required for the exchange to take place
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Why Authentication? 
GROUND RULES 

Authentication is the process by which 
we establish TRUST 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trust is the foundation of any exchange100 years ago, you would need to establish trust with someone if you were trading a horse for 3 pigs.  Today, you need to establish trust to get through the front door of your office or to withdraw money from an ATM.The fundamental are the same however: Authentication is required to establish the required level of trust so that an exchange can begin
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Primitive Authentication 
HISTORY 

Something you HAVE Something you KNOW Something you ARE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used to do a lot of things face to face so the authentication methods from our past were appropriate for thatWhen we think about authentication factors, one that that has remained constant is the 3 categories they fall intoThe first are made up of things you have (something you physically possess)The next is something you know (knowledge-based)The last is something you are (usually tied to some sort of physical trait)
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(Less) Primitive Authentication 
TODAY 

Something you HAVE Something you KNOW Something you ARE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nowadays and looking at the future, we do a lot of things remotely and we use a lot more tools that require authentication, so the authentication factors have all evolved into new forms that are more appropriateThe other reason that authentication factors have evolved is because technology of threats and adversaries has also increased over timeHow many of you have heard of data breaches like Ashley Madison’s, Target’s, Home Depot’s or Sony’s?Those were all caused by adversaries who were able to exploit weaknesses in a company’s authentication systems  
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The Authentication Dilemma 
TODAY 

Security vs Convenience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That brings us to what I like to call “The Authentication Dilemma”Poll audience -How many people here chose a really complex password for their email and change it every 30 days?-How many people are using their Dog’s Name, Kid’s name or name of their spouse?(most people chose convenience)Enterprises face this same dilemma so the world today finds itself in a tug-of-war where one has to chose either security or convenience, but not both.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-The authentication problem gets worse every day, with every new device and service that becomes part of IoT because you need to establish trust with each and every one of them-The problem is that the transactions have multiplied to the point where authentication has become less secure and less convenient than ever before.-Today, authentication takes place in a transaction and the average person can hundreds of these a day
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What if we took all those transactions and time-shifted them so that you only had to do a single transaction and that would establish trust with any device or service you chose?
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The Nymi Band 

PROXIMITY-BASED 

Can set how close to a device 
you need to be to 
(de)authenticate 

BIOMETRIC 
AUTHENTICATION 

HeartID is the most difficult 
biometric to spoof 

CONTINUOUS 

Log-in once, remain 
authenticated until you decide 

to remove the band 

HOW WE DO IT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-My company spends a lot of time thinking about how to solve this and we’re working on a solution called the Nymi Band-Explain biometric, continuity and proximity
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Hardware 
HOW WE DO IT 

• Convenience in a wearable form factor: confirm once and use all day 

PERSISTENCE 

PERSISTENCE AND SECURITY 

CONVENIENCE 

SECURITY 

Ability to read ECG reliably with 
dry electrodes 

Detection: remain authenticated until you 
decide to remove the band 

Battery life optimized for 
continuous 
communication 

Secure element with serialized 
chip; foundation of cryptography 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continue to explain hardware and how it works
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Transactional Authentication 
TODAY 

Time 

Trust AUTHENTICATION 

SESSION END 

Hey, it’s Shawn 

Probably still S
hawn 

Let’s assume it’s s
till Shawn 

Is it still Shawn? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain transactional authentication and why it’s not sustainable
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Continuous Authentication 
TOMORROW 

Time 

Trust SESSION BEGINS SESSION ENDS 

AUTHENTICATE AUTHENTICATE AUTHENTICATE AUTHENTICATE AUTHENTICATE 

Hey, it’s Shawn It’s Shawn It’s Shawn It’s Shawn It’s Shawn It’s Shawn 

Shawn’s not there 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the new model which is what we call “Continuous Authentication”Here, a device or service can renew its trust that the user is there at any desired intervalThe most important part however is that the user doesn’t need to transact every time in order to prove it
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Contactless Payments 
 

 
• Nymi Band with NFC offers Secure, Continuous Authentication 

• MasterCard credentials stored in the Nymi Band in secure 

hardware element 

• Uses merchant’s existing tap & pay infrastructure 

• Payment can only be made once Nymi Band has been 

activated via HeartID 

USE CASE 

CASE STUDY HIGHLIGHTS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an application of that technology
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Personalized Experiences 
USE CASE 

• Shop for clothes from home and pre-select merchandise online 

• Make appointment  to try on at your chosen location 

• Try on in-store and bypass traditional brick & mortal sales path 

• Pay with your Nymi Band and leave the store 

CASE STUDY HIGHLIGHTS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of how continuous authentication works in a hyper-personalized experience
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Data & Privacy 
BIOMETRICS 

You Can Change your password but you 
can’t change your heartbeat 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any talk about authentication HAS to talk at least a little bit about Data and Privacy
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PASSWORDS? 

The Need For Change 
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THE END 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Authentication is central to navigating The Internet of Things.Its importance increases every time a new device connects to the webI hope today’s talk gave you some ideas as to how your business can leverage identity and authentication in IoT.
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@shawnchance 

It’s Shawn 

 

schance@nymi.com 

 

Shawn Chance 

THANKS! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Authentication is central to navigating The Internet of Things.Its importance increases every time a new device connects to the webI hope today’s talk gave you some ideas as to how your business can leverage identity and authentication in IoT.
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